Module 3- Conduct intercultural
tourist routes
Unit 3- Accompany visitors and
animate the visit in a participative
way

TOPICS of the module
• To meet the training needs of people interested in innovative intercultural tourist
route design in regards to
• social and civic skills, initiative and entrepreneurship as well as cultural sensitivity and
expression which might be of benefit to such activities
• in mobilising others, the participants of tours, they are organising

• Upon completion of the present unit you shall be able to:
• Cope with uncertainty, ambiguity and risks in regards to implementing a participatory tourist
tour
• Work with others for accompanying visitors and animating the visit in a participative way
• Learn through related experience

OUR LESSON OUTLINE

KEY CONCEPT
• Key
Competences

Social and civic skills
Initiative and entrepreneurship
Cultural sensitivity and expression

Mobilising others
• Entrepreneurial
Competences Coping with uncertainty, ambiguity and risk in
regards to leading tourist tours
Working with others
Learning through experience

DEFINITIONS & EXPLANATIONS
Accompanying visitors and animating a visit in a
participative way is a challenge for every tour guide.
But, it can also be a great chance to make the visit more
interesting and appealing for visitors.
To animate the visit in a participative way means to engage
the visitors during the tour so that they are not only
passive observers and listeners, but an active part of the
tour who shape the tour itself.
So what do you need for that are:

Source picture: https://www.zugtourismus.ch/de/gruppen/gruppenangebote/citytreasure-hunt

DEFINITIONS & EXPLANATIONS: Social and
civic skills
They include:

They cover all forms of behavior that equip individuals to
participate in an effective and constructive way in social and
working life and to resolve conflicts where necessary.
Civic competence equips individuals to fully participate in civic
life, based on knowledge of social and political concepts and
structures and a commitment to active and democratic
participation.
These are essential skills for a person who wants to lead a
group and needs to interact with persons with various cultural
backgrounds.

Source:
https://epale.ec.europa.eu/en/glossary/socialand-civic-competences)
Source picture: https://www.viennaunwrapped.com/vienna-tours-3/

DEFINITIONS & EXPLANATIONS: Initiative and
entrepreneurship
…means to act upon opportunities and ideas and
transform them into value for others.
The value that is created can be:
A tour guide, who initiates own tours, needs to act upon
ideas and can transform them into a valuable cultural
and social experience.

(Source: European Commision,
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=14&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiWnc_KqsDpAhUpMewKHTFaDmQQFjANegQIBBAB&url=http%3A
%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2FDocsRoom%2Fdocuments%2F15121%2Fattachments%2F11%2Ftranslations%2Fen%2Frenditions%2Fnative&usg=AOvVaw2A3siIfJYNAe7TBe7uuwFb
)

DEFINITIONS & EXPLANATIONS: Cultural
sensitivity and expression
…means to appreciate the importance of creative expression
of ideas, experiences and emotions in a range of media,
including music, performing arts, literature, and the visual
arts.
Cultural knowledge includes an awareness of local, national
and European cultural heritage and their place in the world.

Source: European Commission, https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/6066c082-e68a-11e5-8a50-01aa75ed71a1
Source picutre: BEST Institut, www.best.at

DEFINITIONS & EXPLANATIONS: Cultural
sensitivity and expression
A solid understanding of one’s
Skills:

own culture and a sense of
identity can provide the basis
for an open attitude towards
and respect for diversity of
cultural expression.

• relate to appreciation and expression: the appreciation and enjoyment of works
of art and performances as well as self-expression through a variety of media using
one’s innate capacities.
• include the ability to relate one’s own creative and expressive points of view to
the opinions of others and to identify and realise social and economic
opportunities in cultural activity.

(Source: European Commission, https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/6066c082-e68a-11e5-8a50-01aa75ed71a1)

DEFINITIONS & EXPLANATIONS
The addressed future tour guides have a familiar or
individual migration path.
Organising Cities by Heart tours can help creating links
between residents of urban areas.
This can contribute:
⮚to avoid community conflicts and
⮚to initiate an economic dynamic responding to any
precarity of disadvantaged neighbourhood residents.
Ideally future tour guides are already culturally very
sensitive. Through the planning and implementing of
intercultural tours, this skill should even be further
developed.

Source picture:
https://pixabay.com/get/57e4d5464354a814f1dc
8460da2932771539d9e3555576_640.jpg

DEFINITIONS & EXPLANATIONS: Mobilising
others
…can be understood as the skills to inspire, engage and get others on board, which are
ineviteable skills for a City by Heart tour.
❑A tour guide may need to cope with uncertainty, ambiguity and risks in regards to
the group, its participants and unforeseeable circumstances during the tour. This
refers e.g. to group dynamics, closed restaurants/ shops during the tour, changing
weather conditions, unfriendly inhabitants, etc.
❑Working with others means for the tour guides to team up, to collaborate and
network with the participants of the tour but in the work environment and with
stakeholders such as local shops and restaurants along the tour.
❑Learning through experience means for the tour guide that even the best
preparation will not change that the real learning takes place while doing, while
leading a tour and adapting to unpredictable circumstances.

(Source: European Commission, Source: European Commision,
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=14&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiWnc_KqsDpAhUpMewKHTFaDmQQFjANegQIBBAB&url=http%3A
%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2FDocsRoom%2Fdocuments%2F15121%2Fattachments%2F11%2Ftranslations%2Fen%2Frenditions%2Fnative&usg=AOvVaw2A3siIfJYNAe7TBe7uuwFb
)

EXAMPLE SETTING
Picture this:
You want to show in your district a trail of Muslim
immigrants and settlement, cultural and culinary influences.
Compared to any other visit, think of visiting e.g.:
❑3-4 typical restaurants, backgammon or shisha places to
have a tasting of typical specialties and drinks there,
❑typical murials or buildings in the area to go from one to
the other,
❑a cultural center or shop where you can find typical
garments, food, home decoration, etc.
❑Of course, like most visitors do, you could also consider to
visit a museum presenting typical artefacts, cloths.

Source picture:
https://www.365days.at/en/tours/viennesewine-tasting/

EXAMPLE TASK TO Accompany visitors and
animate the visit in a participative way (1)
Have participants of the tour answer questions. Prepare a little quiz
related to specific aspects in advance, taking notes of it you can read
to them or give them as a print out, or publish online for them on
your own tour map.
The winner could get a little present from a typical shop/restaurant
which could be visited during the tour.
Variation of the above: Create a scavenger hunt for them; make
them find/identifiy hints about the places to visit during the tour and
announce the winner at the end of the tour or on social media.
❑Think of the announcement in person: gift of a typical shop along
the tour
❑Think of the announcement of the winner online: prize could be a
gift voucher)

QUIZ
PRIZE
scavenger
hunt

EXAMPLE TASK TO Accompany visitors and
animate the visit in a participative way (2)
Ask participants to shoot photos of special aspects/angles during the
tour, which represent the story of the territory/ multiculturalism and
migration. They could post them via your social media channel or
tour map. But rembember that wherever people could be on them
to ask for permission first.

Photo
competition

At the beginning, you should inform on the criteria selection for the
winning photo, of the jury (e.g. public or only you, and the prize).
Announce the winners after the tour on social media, or even via
your tour map. This helps create followers, increase visibility of the
city/ neighbourhood.
Check in advance, if the municality of the district authority is
interested in a cooperation. It could be good marketing for them.

Source picutre: BEST Institut, www.best.at

EXAMPLE TASK TO Accompany visitors and
animate the visit in a participative way (3)
Culinary challenge
Plan first a tour to two or three food markets in town where you can
find traditional ingredients.
While purchasing the details, make sure the market tenders give
some cooking tips and use the name of the item in their language.
Help tour participants remember the name and pronounce it several
times themselves.
Take them to a small cafe where you can try some mezes or baclava
(typical and traditional food), e.g. some cay (tee).
Then challenge them to prepare some in a kitchen – e.g. a
community center - you can use, forming teams, one for starters,
main, desert, drinks. Finally, exchange further stories on typical
dishes for specific cultural events e.g., while enjoying your treat, the
meal, with them.

FOOD

Source picutre: BEST Institut, www.best.at

WHAT YOU NEED TO KEEP IN MIND…
• Bear in mind group dynamics during the tour and have ideas at hand how to
harmonise the group in case of difficulties:
• e.g. one participants asks too many questions or speaks too much or chats
with others so others cannot follow while you are speaking etc. You could
involve him/ her even more into the participatory tour: invite him/ her be
your sparing partner to present the way the quiz should go, to help
demonstrate how to upload pictures on your route map, to be the first to
wait at certain agreed meeting point etc.
• E.g. you might like to split a big group into smaller ones, but have a strategy
at hand how to group visitors: how about by size (tall ones form one group
e.g.) or dark haired form one, or participants with a hat/ rucksacks/…. form
one group.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KEEP IN MIND…
• Working with others, learning through experience: be flexible and adapt the
visit to individual circumstances during the tour and in relation to others; stay
friendly and polite throughout the tour; be ready to answer questions related to
the intercultural aspects you want to highlight;
• Cope with uncertainty, ambiguity and risk in regards to the visit during the tour:
you should always think in advance to have alternatives of what to do with the
participants when it rains and you planned an outdoor tour, one has problems
with the quiz, there are language barriers, pictures are taken of people who do
not want to be photographed,… ; be ready to influence group dynamics, check at
restaurants in advance once more they are open, they have the correct number
of tables at the time you reserved, etc.

Reflect upon:

• How could you behave to help your visitors to participate in an
effective and constructive way?
• What ideas could you transform into a valuable cultural and social
experience for the tour visitors?
• How can you bring in your own cultural background to realise social
and economic opportunities in cultural activity?

TO DEEPEN THE TOPIC
• Links, ressources, bibliography, references
Modeling guided tour participants’ experiences (emerald insight, accessed
19.05.2020 (https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/IJCTHR-102017-0104/full/html?skipTracking=true)
Mastering Group Dynamics for Your Tours (Youtube, accessed 19.05.2020https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1c7fVelXpc)
Culture-Gene Interactions in Human Origins (Youtube, accessed 19.05.2020(Youtube, accessed 19.05.2020https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkoV3l4C_Bo)

https://citiesbyheart.aeva.eu/
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